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IN THE WOODS
I would like to dedicate this book to my parents and my brother,
and my partner who helped me make this book and myself.	

 	

	

	

	

THANK YOU!
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SUMMARY

∏

IN THE WOODS
BY:KARISSA AND
JULIA
This book is about two girls who
discover wonderful magic in the
woods!

Chapter 1
Here is Lauren and Julia. They are best
friends. Julia has blue eyes and Lauren has
hazel. Lauren likes long hair especially blonde.
Julia has brown hair and likes shorter hair.
On Monday, they heard there was a day off
from school. Their mothers told them to go
outside and play. So they went outside into the
woods. Got you! Lauren had wanted to catch
a lady bug her whole life. The two friends
explored the lady bug. Julia thought it was
dead. It is not! Exclaimed, Lauren I promise it
was alive when I captured it. So they put the
bug in a jar. Julia said “do not leave your bug
here”. Lauren did not listen she went out of
the woods with Julia. They went to Lauren’s
house for dinner they had burgers.
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Wow! Is it just me Julia or did that
lady bug just increase in size? Yes
Lauren that thing just broke the
glass. Hey, that was my grandma’s
favorite crystal glass exclaimed
Lauren. Well, should not have put
the the transformer in there. Lets go
and figure out WHAT IS WRONG
WITH THIS THING!!
Mom ,Mom, Mom , Mom. Hold on
I am on the phone. Lauren went out
with Julia into the woods. Soon the
parents would find out once this
thing turns into a monster with
razor sharp teeth. Your being
dramatic Lauren said Julia. Your
right there is something weird
about this thing.
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Wow! Said Lauren as running into the
woods. Look Julia my lady bug that I
captured two days ago. It turned into a
car! Shouted Julia I can’t understand
my eyes.Lauren said Julia you want to
ride it? Sure just don’t tell my parents
and don’t tell mine. DEAL!! They
shouted out together. Lauren got into
the front and Julia got into the back.
Weeeeeee cool the car has wings uh
Lauren said Julia wheres the steering
wheel. I don’t know let’s get off panting
Lauren and Julia ran out of the woods
and into Julia’s house and started
looking where any steering wheel
AHA!! Said Julia she had found a
steering wheel. Dashing off into the
woods Lauren put the steering wheel
on. Soon it was 10:00 at night so the
friends had dinner together it was
burgers again. The two friends ended
the night without telling there parents
what happened in the woods.
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My name is Karissa Cinque and
I like to write and draw. My
favorite holiday is Christmas and
my birthday is November 1st,
2004. I play Softball, Soccer, and
Swimming also known as the
triple s (s, s, s,). A couple of my
friends are Newan, Chaya, Nina,
and Taylor, and Erin ( A girl I
play Softball with). My favorite
food is ice-cream and ribs. I am
nine years old and I have 1
sibling witch is Matthew Cinque
and two parents and a fish. I also
love playing with legos. thank
you and Bye!
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I LOVE LEGOS !!!!!!!!!
Pictures of my maze. :)
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